For (3px border)

Your name 14px Bnumber 0

1. Item 1
2. Item 2

Picture 1 – 4-legged animals
Picture 2 – any image that is NOT in YOUR harveyv folders

For (3px border)

Your name 14px Bnumber 1

1. Item 1
2. Item 2

Picture 1 – buildings
Picture 2 – any image that is NOT in YOUR harveyv folders

For (3px border)

Your name 14px Bnumber 2

1. Item 1
2. Item 2

Picture 1 – birds
Picture 2 – any image that is NOT in YOUR harveyv folders

For (3px border)

Your name 14px Bnumber 3

1. All items italic
2. Item 2

Picture 1 – flowers
Picture 2 – any image that is NOT in YOUR harveyv folders

For (3px border)

Your name 14px Bnumber 4

1. All items italic
2. Item 2

Picture 1 – 4-legged animals
Picture 2 – any image that is NOT in YOUR harveyv folders
Your name 20px Bnumber 5

- Item 1
- Item 2
Picture 1 – cars
Picture 2 – any image that is NOT in YOUR harveyv folders

Your name 20px Bnumber 6

- Item 1
- Item 2
Picture 1 – buildings
Picture 2 – any image that is NOT in YOUR harveyv folders

Your name 20px Bnumber 7

- All items italic
- Item 2
Picture 1 – birds
Picture 2 – any image that is NOT in YOUR harveyv folders

Your name 20px Bnumber 8

- All items italic
- Item 2
Picture 1 – flowers
Picture 2 – any image that is NOT in YOUR harveyv folders

Your name 20px Bnumber 9

- All items italic
- Item 2
Picture 1 – 4-legged animals
Picture 2 – any image that is NOT in YOUR harveyv folders